
The hotter something is, the more infrared radiation it emits, right? Ah, but that's only half the story -
the amount of radiation pmitted by an object also depends on the properties of its surface.

A student is investigating the infrared emission from different surfaces using a Leslie cube.

The Leslie cube is filled with boiling water and an infrared detector is then pla"ced 10 cm iway from
the cube, as shown below. The amount of infrared radiation emitted from each face is recorded.

If the student were to hold a thermometer against each

of the faces of the Leslie cube, what would he find?
a)

piece ofpaper

tll
For one of the faces, the student takes a reading from the infrared detector every minute for
5 minutes and then takes an average. He then moves onto the next face and does the same again,

until an average reading for all four faces has been taken.

b) Explain why this method will not give accurate results.

tsl
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c) Identify one of the hazards associated with this experiment'- 
Suggest a safety measure that could be used to reduce the risk of this hazard-

A student is investigating how the colour of a surface can affect the amount of infrared radiation it

absorbs. She has three metal plates, each painted on one side - one is painted matt black, one matt

white and one shiny silver. She attaches a metal ball bearing to the back of each plate with some

wax. She then places the metal plate at a fixed distance from a lit Bunsen burner, with the painted

side pointing towards the Bunsen burner, and records the time it takes for the ball bearing to fall'

She repeats this for each Plate.

guideline at a fixed distance

The student keeps the distance between the Bunsen burner and the plate the

same for each plate. Explain why itb important for the student to do this.

t2l
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b) Give two other things the student should keep constant during this experiment.

the bar chhrt below.

117

The sfudent's results are

matt malt shiny
black white silver

Metal surface

c) Which one of these conclusions can be drawn from the sfudent's results?

L__l The shiny surface is a better absorber of infrared radiation than the matt surfaces.

L__] AII white surfaces are better absorbers of infrared than all silver surfaces.

L__] The matt black surface is a better absorber of infrared radiation than the matt white surface.

L l The silver surface is a better absorber of infrared radiation than the white surface.

ttl
d) Explain why the student can't conclude that all matt surfaces are better absorbers

of infrared radiation than all shiny surfaces based solely on this experiment.
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Ilave yoawatched that show about black paint? It,s very absorhing..,
Remember, safety always comes first when doing exp'erimenls, especially with hot things like open flames
and boilingwaler. You should look for ways to reduce risk in an experimenLbefore.carryin4 it out.
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Practical 8: IR Radiation and Absorption
Pages 66-68
1 a) Al1 four faces of the Leslie cube would be

at the same temperufitre [1 mark].
b) The cube will be cooling down over the period of

5 minutes [1 markJ, so each reading he takes is likely to
be lower than the last, which will make the average he
calculates incorrect / markl. T*tng readings fiom each
face 5 minutes apart will also mean his data for each of
the faces won't be comparable, because the water will
have cooled down and the faces wonot be at the same

temperature as each other [1 markJ.
c) E.g. the student could burn himself when handling the

Leslie cube 11 narkJ. To reduce this risk, the student
could use protective gloves fi markJ.

d) Dependent variable: The amount of infrared radiation
detected [1 markJ.
Independent variable: The surface ofthe cube face

[l markJ.
2 a) The distance is a control variable [1 mark] and so needs to

be kept the same for each plate to ensure the experiment is
afat test [1 mark].

b) Any two from: e.g. the thickness of the metal plate / the
material of the metal plate I the amount of wax used / the
positioning of the wax and ball bearing on the plate / the
ball bearing used [2 narks].

c) The matt black surface is a better absorber of infrared
radiation than the matt white stxface [1 mark].

d) The student can only draw conclusions based on what
her data shows I ma*] . To test how being matt or shiny
affects infrared radiation absorption, you would need
to keep the colour ofthe surface constant (as a contol
variable) [1 markJ.


